
“She's got herself a universe”  - In the immortal lyrics of Madonna’s "Ray of Light," and with exciting news on the horizon,
Tudi Martin Jackson ’91HS also knows Saint Mary’s always feels “like she just got home.”

Since 2013, Tudi has been the owner of Ladyfingers which specializes in everything from classically elegant affairs to
delightfully modern mingles, as her website celebrates. However, her career began in 1985 preparing cuisine perfectly
suited for every occasion. Her talents led her back to Saint Mary’s not long ago where she took on the largest event in her
career by being the sole caterer for our 175th Anniversary Gala. And why? Because she is a Saint and has been
collaborating with clients for over 30 years where she brings her signature spin on classics and makes every event feel
special.

A big family legacy was partially what drew her to Saint Mary’s, but her free spirit and knowing exactly what she needed
led her here. Like many Saints, she started her high school time at Broughton and knew she just needed more.

“I didn’t do very well in public school and thrived in an all-girls setting with more attention on smaller classes,” says Tudi.
Above all, she knew she wanted a change. “I’m still in touch with so many Saint Mary’s girls in Raleigh and so many from
the College of Charleston. And geographically, I have the benefit of seeing so many Saint Mary’s girls walk through my door
every day.”

Tudi’s passion is present daily in her life now as an entrepreneur. “I think it was definitely life-changing for me at an age
and a time when I felt misguided and a little lost,” Tudi says. “The trajectory through Saint Mary's put me on a good path to
understand the importance of my future. I needed a lot of handholding at that time. It wasn’t a bad time, I just needed
structure personally and educationally, and it helped me thrive. Independence was a big part of my life, and I wouldn’t be a
business owner today without that guidance. That, and always taking on more than I thought I could.”

Her biggest advice for students today would be to always fall back on the lessons you are learning at Saint Mary’s. “The
support at Saint Mary's is unbelievable whether I realized it or not, and at all stages and ages of my life, it has been a tool I
have reverted back to and called upon time and time again,” says Tudi. She goes on to share that her first moments of
realizing the solid foundation that Saint Mary’s had become was as a new college student. As she has stepped through life,
she is reminded frequently of just how precious that gift is for her continued growth.

After Saint Mary’s, she attended the College of Charleston and majored in media communications. Finding ways to always
use what she learned at Saint Mary’s and her college experience has kept her going, which is why she firmly believes her
passion will always be in hospitality.

Tudi’s extensive five star training at the Little Nell Hotel in Aspen, Colorado and her time in Charleston, South Carolina set
her up for success when she returned to Raleigh in 2003. Not long after she returned as a buyer for NOFO at the Pig, her
position with Ladyfingers grew from event coordinator to full time owner in 2013.

She couldn’t have done any of this without her partner in business and life, David, who knows firsthand that when Saint
Mary’s calls “we answer!” And indeed they do. “I always say that David is my rock and is an incredibly selfless partner in
life,” says Tudi. “It's so fun to think together we have built a meaningful way to connect with so many through care and
food.”

In typical fashion, they will tell you that the real focus is always on “what is coming next.” Their next big adventure will be
this coming in Fall 2021 as they launch an entire Market and Eatery in Glenwood Place.

“We couldn’t be more excited to have this opportunity to expand and bring our creativity to an even broader audience,"
says Tudi. “But don’t worry, the Whitaker Mill location will remain and stay, and there will be a Briar Creek Gourmet to Go,
so no matter where you are in the Triangle, you will be taken care of well.” 

“My favorite days are on the boat with my husband and dog in Atlantic Beach, cruising out to Cape Lookout,” she says. Let’s
hope Tudi can find time to have a little rest and rejuvenation as she launches this next exciting phase of life.
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